Behavioral Neuroscience Grad Student Awards (Selected, 2006 - 2015)

- Melanie Donley, UD Dissertation Fellow
- Kevin Brown, NIH NRSA 1-F31-AA016250-01
- Deb Watson, NIH NRSA 1-F31-MH079635-01
- Nathen Murawski, NIH NRSA 1-F31-AA19594-01
- Sarah Jablonski, NIH NRSA 1-F31-AA021317-01
- Gillian Hamilton, UD Dissertation Fellow
- Luke Ayers, UD Graduate Fellow, UD Teaching Award
- Henry Hallock, NSF Predoc Honorable Mention, UD Grad Fellow, UD Dissertation Fellow
- Trisha Chakraborty, Department Research Fellow
- Jennifer Blaze, UD Grad Fellow
- Arun Asok, UD Grad Fellow, UD Dissertation Fellow
- Patrese Robinson-Drummer, UD Grad Scholar
- Travel Awards from UD or Scientific Societies